
  

Oceans 

I have a feeling that my boat 
has struck, down there in the depths, 

against a great thing. 
                    And nothing 

happens! Nothing...Silence...Waves... 
 

 --Nothing happens? Or has everything happened, 
and are we standing now, quietly, in the new life? 

-- Juan Ramón Jiménez 
Translation: Robert Bly 

Dear Rabbit Hole Blessers of the Underworld, 

It has been one lunar cycle since the completion of the Rabbit Hole Blessings Festival.  
I have compiled your responses to the adventure here.  You will find many comments, 
poems, stories, and images reflecting your experiences during the Festival.  I am 
filled with wonder and gratitude for your enthusiastic participation.  I invite you to 
continue to send responses as they occur to you. 

I have not included material from Jennifer or Naomi or me (yet).  I can say for myself 
that I am in a state of stunned transmogrification; I am experiencing a massive 
recalibration of my visions of self, worlds, and multiverses.  As in Juan Ramón 
Jiménez’ poem Oceans, it is possible to imagine that nothing has changed.  However, I 
truly am standing now, quietly, in the new life.  I pray we may allow the flowers, 
fruits and seeds of the Rabbit Hole Blessings Festival to emerge fully through our 
actions and provide nourishment for our holy Earth. 

I will be writing more about where the RHBF leads me soon. 

Fierce and tender love, 

Sage 



Wowwww!!!! I think I’m meant to help you with this because this morning I dreamt 
about a spider spinning a web and there was a little flat pale roly-poly type animal in 
the web that was the spider’s assistant, doing things like web repairs and whatnot, 
and the little assistant animal was called a Spider Gater. I thought it was a very odd 
dream and then I opened this email. I will read it thoroughly and let you know how I’ll 
work with it! Blessings, 

Jeanell Innerarity 

Tiger’s take on the astrological outlook for the Festival: 

The Scorpio New Moon looks wonderful for showering the underworld with blessings, 
as you are calling for. Abundant love for all the forgotten ones, the hidden ones, the 
repressed ones, those who simply travel as the unknown. A taste for discomfort goes a 
long way, as there is great support for blessing the Sacred Wound, a maturation of the 
Sacred Wound in terms of how it takes up space in Psyche, or how it is held with 
Psyche.  I would say this new moon also calls for a dance party. Dancing with the 
dead, dancing with the wilds both inner and outer.  Beware of being pulled into 
manipulation by deceit or outward aggression or forceful action (this could mean 
subs, or anyone external)--the damage could run deep. It's better to find out how to 
expose yourself to yourself, and to be very kind and gentle in so doing.  

Desire, direction, telos, passion, motivation...this may want to find some new forms, 
or new iterations on old forms. Deep experimentation with desire or with pursuit of 
something (but oh the rabbit hole, what if that which you are pursuing is actually 
pursuing you?)  Liberating the "masculine," (re)discovering that which separates us or 
creates separation in our lives--and not necessarily alienation, because sometimes a 
measure of distance is the best way to be connected to some things/people. Looking 
long enough at these things will allow them to transform and take up a truer shape, or 
a more fitting-for-this-moment shape but oohhh it needs muscular involvement, not 
mere cogitation. Performance. Enactment. Making things body-real. 

This is all New Moon stuff. Connecting New Moon to Full Moon in Sagittarius, it could 
be quite useful to reflect on the last 2.5 years, especially in terms of what happened 
for you during 2003, 2004 and 2005. The growth, expansion and sense of the good 
which you pursued in 2003, 2004 and 2005 will likely have connecting themes to 2015, 
2016 and 2017, respectively. Sometimes these are subtle themes, sometimes there are 
obvious connections.  
 
2005 will have more to do with 2018, but a look at what happened the week of our 
shadow training could be illuminating as regards some of what you might expect in 
2018 in terms of growth, opportunities, your optimism or faith, and seeking new 
learning, new understanding, new horizons. How might the rabbit hole journey 
support that?  
 
In any case, the integration of - and celebration of!! - all which has incarnated, all 



the dreams which have precipitated into the material world (or been aborted, were 
unrealistic or premature) since 2015 could be prove worthwhile. It could actually 
churn up some fresh perspectives, or re-evaluation of how the structure of your life 
will support further growth, in terms of mythic structures and/or social/physical 
structures.  

Hope this is helpful! 

blessings, 
Tiger  

I am enclosing a picture of the rabbit hole in my back yard.  
With love and blessings for a holy journey.  
Lia Naor (Israel) 

  
Rabbit Hole – Israel     Lia Naor 

I have attached an image of a painting called the sipapu. I painted it about my last 
fast and am preparing to fast this feb in Death Valley.   It is also a rabbit hole and is 
where I ended my last fast.  Thank you for bringing this to mind.  I have created said 
entry-way in my garden and sing to the underworld blowing prayers and blessings into 
it.  I join you in these days and sing your vision awake.   
love and magic 



emerald 

  
Sipapu     Emerald North 

After reading your message, I walked outside my house and sat next to the oldest oak 
on the property to see what it might want to share with me. I happened to gaze down 
at the ground when I noticed a head-sized wooden burl that had fallen off the side of 
the oak, bark side up. When I picked up the burl and turned it over, I discovered a 
maze of holes and tunnels that insects and/or worms had drilled into the underside of 
the bark, where they lay hidden for many years until the burl fell to the ground. I 
placed the burl on my outdoor altar so I could offer blessings to it during your quest.  

Later that day, I went hiking in the hills near my house, and when I sat down in a 
meadow to eat lunch, I noticed a spider’s web that had been spun on the ground. (See 
the attached photo.) The web was covered with small droplets of dew, which 
glistened like diamonds in the sun. In the center of the web was a tiny hole dug into 
the ground, a portal to the underworld where the spider lives. I never actually saw 
the spider, but I could feel her there beneath the Earth, waiting for something to call 
her back to the surface. I’ll think of you like that spider on your quest, both of you 
waiting and seeking at the same time.  

With love and blessings, 

Ava/Juniper Heart 



  
Spider Hole      Ava Ferguson, Juniper Heart 



I was doing yard work on Saturday and noticed, curiously, there seemed to be a 
rabbit-hole-type-thing under one the giant boulders in our front yard. Now I know 
what it’s for!! 

Kinde 

  
Kinde’s Rabbit Hole      Kinde Nebeker 

I will be with you, on the edge of the Salish sea in BC, amidst the great cedars and 
firs, wild rabbits, cougars, sleepy bears, and squirrels. I'll find or create a portal hole 
amongst the salal bushes and moss and visit you and your two friends from new to full 
moon. 

May this journey to the underworld bring deep nourishment to your soul visions and 
radically catalyze communications between worlds. Thank you for undertaking this 
important work. 

In deep gratitude for the invitation, 
Brooke 

I have found that place that you speak-of; that rabbit hole to the underworld.  This 
place is nestled between two old growth white pines, among roots that have found 
firm purchase in bedrock cracks and crevices to bring nutrient to the surface for 
towering beings!  This place is on my property close to where I have held ceremonies, 



mostly celebrating changes in Earth seasons, but also where I sometimes go just 
to feel the vibrancy of life and sit in community with the many creatures that call this 
place home. 

Blessings to you and your mates as you prepare to embark on this underworld 
journey.  May you find depth in relation to Mystery, emergent, unseen, unimagined 
stories of adventure, celebration, death and birth.  My voice will be there in the 
chorus, keeping time with Grandmother moon and Grandfather Sun.  --Doug 

I gladly accept your invitation on the eve of your departure from middle world Santa 
Fe to underworld and beyond. I have found my Rabbit Hole just outside my home at 
the base of a lichen covered tree stump. It is quite close and easily visited day and 
night under sun, moon, stars, and clouds and in rain, during morning frost or amidst 
soft fog. Such are the varied offerings in my environs. Around it, the earth is vibrant 
with other beings. 

Lover of Lichen/Voice Finder 

Scotland Rabbit Hole from Wendy Robertson Fyfe: 

  

Hello Dear Gate~ 



I've not been in touch though continue to offer blessings to you and the Underworld. 
I've used mainly an Iona pebble portal....as it turned out l had shingles for 3 weeks 
(mainly recovered now) so l wasn't out much. I went to Warrior Woman's amazing 
portal a few times and we blessed you all and Underworld. Very beautiful and 
powerful, visceral. Reminded me l need to do this 'feeding the Underworld' more. I 
think of 'feeding the Earth' and perhaps Underworld as part of that, but not generally 
and specifically blessing the Underworld. The world unravelling is increased, that's for 
sure.  I attach a collage l did during this time. It is very powerful..it's actually vertical 
with the lion's head at the bottom (lying on back), man leaping into..., lion's eyes, 
crushing shell exposing vulnerable juicyness inside, woman writing in the holy arch art 
by blue Suez Canal water and the Flamingo dancer spins with the mama and baby 
bears. Venus spins with eagle as the carver completes his eagle carving whilst the 
potter completes his pot...the hands of the carver and the potter. There is something 
here that the lion finds so yummy, purring...maybe the marriage of the masculine and 
feminine. This collage is in a prominent place. It shows strength in hairy times.... 

Sending blessings, 
and gratitude to/for you, 

~Unearthed Mummy 
  



  
Belly Dance         Wendy Robertson Fyfe – Unearthed Mummy 

Your email dear Gate has captured my imagination. I've been wandering close to home 
waiting to see what portal might emerge. Today Grandmother Cottonwood offered me 
this holey limb portal. Here in Crown Hill wild life reserve, where I walk each day, this 
crone will watch with you and the other wild ones.  
Thanking you for this deep linking of warrens and lairs across time and space. 
Sending you wild blessings on this Mysterious journey, 
Thundersong 



 
Crown 
Hill 
Portal  
  
  
  

Thundersong 

I had found my portal to the underworld and will be offering blessings starting 
November 18, and continuing until December 3. On Nov.19-20 I will carry pocket 
portal since I will be traveling. may your journey reveal new mysteries and 
unimaginable visions through the landscape of other worlds. 
Werner 

      
Werner’s Rabbit Hole 



Spiders like it here in the corner of our yard ... amongst the larch needles, maple and 
oak leaves - dusted now with ice crystals that twinkle brilliantly under the skies... a 
superb time for a journey to, and through, the underworld 

Journey well, we will hold all of you in our hearts and whisper, sing and sound our 
blessings down the rabbit hole. 

May new moon cradle you and full moon gift you with a beautiful journey 

Dawn and Bruce 

I will be singing and whispering prayers and playing the flute into the underworld 
portal in my tiny garden. The portal has been blessed with some potent gifts.  
I have had some very clear visions in the last few days of the importance the health of 
the great web that connects all worlds and how I am directly responsible for the 
health and well-being of the part of the web to which I am directly connected.  
Much Love and Gratitude 
Safe travels in this world and those beyond,  

Tiffany 

Sage, I am going into the volcano crater tomorrow and will meet you in a lava tube 
under the floor of the crater. 
I just read this: 

It is said that there are 84,000 dharma gates and each provides distinct methods for 
developing wisdom and the tools necessary for inner awakening. 

Love and blessings, Nina 

Sage, 

I am so excited for the journey y’all are embarking upon!  Thank you for inviting us to 
be part of it.  There is much unseen activity going on and I feel many Beings waiting 
to welcome and help y’all. 

Blessings, 

Lisa Matthews  

Sage ~Joining you today. Attached the gate, the path and the whole, holy hole (north 
at bottom) with glass and acorn pillars. Blessings to all beings in the Underworld ...  
Love, Hummingbird Perched 



The Gate: 

  

The Path: 

  



The Whole, Holy Hole: 

  
Laura Seidenberg 

Greetings Sage, Naomi and Jennifer,  

I am in Pennsylvania now. There used to be a tree that was on the golf course near the 
house I spent my adolescence and up in that died several years ago and fell down last 
winter. I thought that where the roots laid would allow me great access to the 
underworld. When I went there, there was a gopher hole in the midst of where the 
tree stood. Your ceremony will have my support, blessings and gratitude.  

-Jumping Fish 
There's a small Apple tree in my garden with an underground spring next to it which is 
gradually gathering flowers, dried seed heads, feathers, autumn leaves and many blessings, 
songs, gratitude's and sorrows. I'm moved by the importance and inspiration of the work 
you're doing, touched to be invited to participate and don't imagine that I'll be stopping my 
practices and offerings when you return at full moon ...  
Many blessings and thanks for your dedication to these worlds 
Clara 

Beautiful to hear from you! Early on in the process I had a dream that I had purchased 
the basement floor of a house I lived in which turned out to be an underwater world 
where everyone could walk around and breathe under water. Then I unexpectedly was 
not home for almost a week (in waking time) as I have been staying with my parents 



across town, tomorrow I return and can begin to directly interact again with the 
rabbit hole, thinking and dreaming of it often. 
Blessings, 
Jeanell 

From where I dance...xo, butterfly portal 
Juniper Aurora 

  

  
Juniper Aurora Butterfly Portal 

I  called my porthole in the Mojave during my 40 days my “Rabbit Hole” because a 
large rabbit sat and guarded it daily.  The world is mystery! 

You Are 



 I would love to take you by the hand and gently guide you on this journey 

But there is no time. You have lived too long already 
The smoke from the fires we have lit are blotting out the sky 
And the sea is rising 
  
I would love to set a place for you under the Bodhi tree 
That you might comfortably attain enlightenment 
But there are walls about to be built 
And you will never get back in time to destroy the brick factory 
  
You may already have heard angels sing in the vestibules 
Or met the god that graces greeting cards with sunrises 
Or been swept into the ocean of your higher Self  
Drifting back to earth like a thousand aspen leaves 
  
But if not, Just know this  
There is nothing to attain 
Nothing outside of your Self 
Nothing that you are separate from 
Nothing that you have ever lost 
  
We only loose our vision of the divine when we are blind to the needs of others 
We stop hearing the voices of angels when we deafen ourselves to the cry of the earth 
We suffer in the illusion of separation when we fail to embrace the world 
  
So wake up! You ARE the myth! 
The mystic in the desert, the thirteenth disciple 
You are the tree nymph playing the flute in the forest 
The creature with hoofed feet and a bow 
You are the ancient healer that carries a forgotten medicine that only you can 
remember! 
You painted the petroglyphs in the canyons and only you know what they mean! 
  
Hurry! Wake up from the dream that someone else is dreaming for you! 
Your tears are needed to end the drought 
Your love is needed to calm the storm 
Your song is needed so the geese know when to fly south 
Your voice is needed to speak the only Truth that can keep the universe  
From expanding so far apart that all embers of love die out. 
Coyote Song 
Gen 

I mainly go to my rabbit hole and walk around it earthwise, 
singing songs that have come to me before and 



during my VQ. 

The first time I did this, the day after I set up the rabbit 
hole, a red-tailed hawk soared right overhead, whistling loudly. 

Love from Grandma Green Heart 

Dear Sage, 

I've brought precious stones, leaves from the burning bush, and a sticky-legged insect 
that had one hell of a grip on my orchid. I decided that Sage Gate Spider Gate would 
like a creepy crawly critter. 

I'm in a subterranean place as I move through the middle world, and think of you 
three and send you blessings and wishes. 

This morning I woke from a painful dream of losing something, finding it, losing it 
again, finding it, but it can't be used - my car, tires slashed, my purse gone, 
helplessness. 

I'm in deep mourning, grieving, and full of hope. 

Sending love, darkness, light, and the thread of life-death-life that runs through it all. 

love to you three, 

Emelyn 

Carin’s Body Song: 
Rabbit Hole Festival November 2017 

In the old cat’s garden  
Into the portal 

Snake skin and ash  
Crystals and stories  

Black snake travels the pathways  
Pouring out my fears 

Asking for my self 

A dream: Dark threat  
Discovering I can protect myself  
Even in extremis 
  



Prostrating myself 

In respect of fear 

Vision fast prayer comes  
Earth says: 

What is truly fearsome is  
Fear denied  

Pocket portal 

Comes with me  
Visiting my ailing father  
Shifting focus to service  
Vision opens up 

Offering Shiva Lingam stone  
(newly acquired)  
The story of Shiva 

With his dreadlocks  
Catching Goddess Ganga  
As she fell to Earth 

Lo! What a mystery  

A dream of being prepared for my part  
In the play 

I need only refresh my lines 

I see coloured lights  
Within the restful dimness  
A place of worship  

On the phone 

Dad says: Don’t worry 

My heart is greatly relieved  

Bit by bit 

More comfort 



With death letting go flowing  
Offering from pure heart  

Thank you dear Sage (and Naomi and Jennifer) for this opportunity 
and I look forward to hearing about your discoveries down the 
rabbit hole.  

Much love, Carin  

Ps. In the photo, the cat and dog are seeking shelter from the sun, 
underneath the shrub planted on the grave of the old black cat, 
Jessie. The spiral garden (where the portal was created) was 
planted in memory of Jessie.  

Black Cat Jessie & Friend 

  

Shade at Jessie’s bush: 



  

The Spiral Garden Rabbit Hole:  

  
        Carin - Australia 

it was very marvelous to feel connected and to see the light guardian on “my” rabbit hole 
standing there, holding the space as I am off at work or life otherwise. It was just in midst of 
the tiny backyard, visible to all…so rather a bit special for me: still, I felt the deep urge to 
collaborate with you all. This picture of blessing connected through the rabbit holes: a 
Christmas gift! 
It is and was a wonder-wonderful intention to celebrate this festival!!! 
Yes I would love to hear as well from others some responses. 
Have a marvelous coming back from underworld to middleworld. 
Rabbit hole hugs 
Romana, Switzerland 

Dear Channel Openers, 

I just discovered your ceremony and created a portal a few days ago.  I am grateful to 
feel connected with all that is below me and unseen.  It feels like a potent time of 
discovering for me - lots of new insight is coming and emotions are releasing.  One big 
specific - discovery of the Enchantress - someone I will get to know.  Wow! 



Blessings to you for creating this space. 

Alice 
Courage 

:  
Kinde’s Rabbit Hole 

Also, an underworld portal for me is a wellspring on our land. I go to the place where 
the big quartz grandmother rock is and water flows from underneath her. I sit on a 
rotting log, the whole spring covered with moss, and wait, listen, commit, breathe, 
cry, smile..whatever is called for in the moment. It nourishes and brings forward the 
shadow work necessary for me at this time. And that work now is to deeply love the 
16 year old in me. To walk with her and not abandon her and to not use old strategies 
to appease her. The shifts as a result of doing this continue to be profound and 
difficult. 

Know that I send you love across the miles. 

From one who sees in the dark, 
Jenny 

waaayyyy from way out in the Salish Sea 
what a blessing to participate in the 
Rabbit Hole revelry 
I hope all the deep, deep work a small group of us did at the gender equity and 
reconciliation workshop I helped organize over this Full Moon weekend energized and 
supported the Rabbit Hole festival 



and your journey 
and the journeys of all others 
into and out of the underworld 
I know a lot moved for me 
and how I enjoyed my honeyed heart, standing at the rabbit hole, offering my love 
so sweet 
to that darkness 

my prayer strengthened, that I may make love with the divine 

thank you, SpiderGator 

with a low rumbling in the chest, 
Tiger  

Welcome back from the depths . . .  

Almost immediately there was some movement of the heart and west and center 
marbles -- an exploratory nocturnal visit, perhaps. About five days into the casting of 
acorns, marbles and such, acorn gifts were scurried away.  The rest of the marbles 
were in place except for west marble -- the center marble and the heart were sinking 
into the portal. At the end of November I added more acorns and reset the marbles 
except for the center marble and heart which continued their journey downward.  
This morning it seems like there was some strong kinetic action over the past 24 hours 
which flung the east marble many feet further north on the pathway, the south went 
a couple of feet east and the north and west marbles stayed true. None of the new 
acorns have been taken, though they are disturbed. The heart and center marbles 
have been consumed wholly by the portal which is no longer discernable. This is my 
report from the backyard of 111 20th Street in Pacific Grove, California. 

Bows and love to you always, Sage-gate, 
Laura 
Pacific Grove 

I have to thank you again. Thank you for inviting me to this festival. I gave my 
blessings and I received so much.  

Since I started my spiritual journey to the underworld it was mostly about my Anima 
and the connection to her. During the festival there was this moment. I could take 
back all (or at least most of it) the projections on other women concerning my Anima. 
This was a big step for me. I also answered with a self-created ritual to my Anima. I 
wrote some phrases to that experiences and translated them. I send you the German 
and the English version. You can share these phrases are to the community on a 
forum. 

With gratefulness and love, 

Martin Staff-Bearer 

https://maps.google.com/?q=111+20th+Street&entry=gmail&source=g


Anima  
 
Nebel durchwehen. Alte Wunden.  
Schatten spielen. Fremde Bilder. 
Geh deiner Wege. Vorhang der fällt. 
Silber der Nacht. Feuer das reinigt. 
Heilende Asche. Singender Ton. 
 
waft of mist through old wounds. 
shadow play. third party imagery. 
debouch your way. the curtain is falling. 
silver of the night. purging fire. 
healing ashes. singing tone. 

  
Rabbit Hole Moon – Scotland             
Unearthed Mummy – Wendy Robertson Fyfe 

Photo of the December full moon over the sea.... l didn’t look at it for a few days 
and was surprised when l saw it! Perhaps a rabbit hole..... X 

Hi Sage, 

I thought you might like to see where I have been going to be with you on this 
venture.  As soon as you described what you were inviting us to do, I thought of this 
trio of redbud trees in my backyard.  The space within that triangle has always felt 
special in some way.  So I arranged a circle of stones in the center.  There is no 
natural opening into the Earth there, but perhaps there is something that we cannot 



see.  Then I arranged three stones, each with quartzite crystals, in the center to 
represent you, Jennifer, and Naomi.  It has been interesting and in some mysterious 
way fulfilling, to share this time with you.  So 2 pics are attached. 

Blessings to you, 
Gale 

  
Rabbit Hole Grove  Gale Quist, Water Molecule 

  
Rabbit Hole   Gale Quist, Water Molecule 



  
Rabbit Hole Vision      Romana Augustin, Switzerland 

Dear Sage 
 
this was my vision. Plenty of light-egg-or cocoon-seeds in the earth. Ready to grow. 
Just waiting for the right moment. 
 
I was invited to go far down deep into the earth. As never before. On a inner earth 
shore of light, an ocean-light-love. 
the picture is only tiny and not worked out. But a remember. Memory. It was all very 
huge, b e a u t i f u l. Silence. Beauty. Vastness. 
 
Lots of love  
Romana 

thank you for doing this beautiful thing  

my friend juniper greene shared your letter with me 



i haven't done this sort of thing, but i'm inspired and grateful about what you're up to, 
and i'm going to make a hole and send blessings and love down. 

safe and valuable journey to you!! 

-- ethan  

Dear Sage, 
I feel that your intent has triggered an intent in me that is having its way with me.... 
Thank you for the opportunity 
With love 
Lia 

  
Piglet and Pooh in the Rabbit Hole     Jeanell Innerarity 



Hi Sage, 

Here is a picture to share with your rabbit hole tribe if you care to. I was up at the 
volcano hiking in the cold rain and sending blessings down the big rabbit hole through 

the lava tubes to you. This is a picture I took up there. Love, Ocean   Fire 

  
Hawaii Volcanic Rabbit Hole        Nina Cherry  

During the last few weeks, while you’ve been exploring the rabbit hole, I’ve been 
feeling more and more worn down by the waning light, as though I, too, like so many 
animals, were preparing to hibernate for the winter. It’s always a difficult time of 
year for me, this changing of the seasons from fall to winter, since I relish warmth and 
sunlight. As a result, I’ve been doing a lot of practices to help keep myself feeling 
whole.  

 A few weeks ago, I attended a SoulCollage workshop with a friend, during which I 
asked myself this question: What does my soul need right now to feel more buoyant 
and joyful in this time of increasing darkness? Attached are photos of the three 
collages I created that day. I’ve been displaying them on the windowsill directly above 
my bed, where scores of ladybugs now huddle together, having crawled inside the 



house through the narrow openings in my south-facing windows to gain a bit of 
warmth. They will hardly move all winter, safe as they are in the corners of the 
window frames. I admire them for their stillness and their sense of community. It’s a 
comfort to sleep below them each night.  

In addition to the ladybugs, I continue to be greeted by large dark birds. A flock of 
nearly 20 crows frequently gathers in the oak trees at the end of my street, where 
they caw and investigate objects in the street. I pass by them nearly every day. Last 
week, three large vultures were perched in the tall pine tree next to my house, 
directly above my car. We watched each other for a long time before I had to leave 
for an appointment. They were gone when I returned, and haven’t been back since. 
I’m not exactly sure what these black birds are telling me, but I honor their presence 
and am grateful for their visits. They, too, help keep me grounded in the everyday 
goings-on of the planet.  

And last, but not least, the Four Directions Circle I created from rocks and pine cones 
in a wooded area near my house continues to grow and change. In November, about a 
month after I’d created it, an unknown hiker transformed my circle of rocks into the 
shape of a heart. Since then, I and this fellow hiker (or hikers—I’m not sure how many 
there are) have continued to leave small offerings at the site, including colorful 
leaves, elaborate pieces of bark, bright red berries and the like. I take this as a sign 
that there are others besides myself who are seeking a heart-felt connection with the 
Earth. May we grow in number.  

Thank you again for inviting me to contribute to your Rabbit Hole Blessings Festival.  

With blessings, 

Juniper Heart 

  
Soul Collage        -     Ava Ferguson 



  
Soul Collage    Ava Ferguson 

  
Soul Collage  Ava Ferguson 



Loved Ones, 

My highly subjective experience of the rabbit hole.... Not imagery, but the 
experience came through emotional-relational channels. A strong relatedness and 
connectedness was present, in contrast to middleworld life.  The warren presented 
itself as an entity itself, a vast, interconnected holding container, a habitat, a place 
alive, pulsing with life.  Proximity is important, bodies in some form of comunion, 
not imaginal but physical, not digital, not email or phone or skype, etc etc, but 
bodies together, beings who knew each other by smell, in darkness each individual 
was recognized, had a shape, feelings which could be read, had a place.  Powerful 
longing present for the being-with of the warren, there was a natural helping and 
care of one another, a holding of the imperfections, acceptance, empathy.  Rapport.  
There it is.   
Field of Nefarious Grace  

Dear Sage, 

I want to send this note to share both my deep appreciation for, and a few little 
glimpses of, my experience with the Rabbit Hole Blessing Festival. Thank-you for 
attuning to this need, imagining a response, and inviting us to be a part of it.  I am 
not sure how else I might have deepened my relationship with the Underworld - and 
that has been a great gift to me, and I hope of benefit more widely, too. 

I am not sure how to speak about this time (or if I even know yet), but I can share a 
few of the happenings… 

-The night before the Festival began, I found Spider in my home. I gathered her up 
and brought her outside in the darkness and released her in the centre of my Rabbit 
Hole Blessing Festival Portal. A few days later, I noticed that Spider has woven a web 
above the portal, as if in she were the Guardian of the Proceedings. For many days I 
did not see her, though the web remained. Nearing the full Moon, as I sat offering my 
Blessings, a fly got caught in the web, and from a hiding place she swiftly appeared to 
devour the visitor, then retreated out of sight once again. It was astonishing and 
somehow affirming witness the instantaneous and unapologetic participation in the 
dance of life and death. 

- During the Festival time, the Portal seemed to call down the rains. A new and odd 
structural issue arose that could not be fixed, so that the rains gathered prolifically 
right into the Portal space. At first I tried to resolve the matter, then realized that 
perhaps the Underworld was parched and was drinking deeply the waters from the sky 
above. After the Full Moon, the issue disappeared and the rains are no longer 
funnelling into the portal. 



-A few other unexpected visitors to the portal included a hummingbird, stellar jays, 
and the nearby call of a snowy owl in the night. 

-I loved visiting the Portal each day. At first I felt shy and awkward, surprised at how 
uncertain I felt about what a Blessing even is, how I offer a Blessing and how I could 
invite others to do so, too. I realized that my relationship with the Underworld was 
more conceptual than relational. I felt like I was just getting acquainted with the 
Underworld for the first time. Listening as one might with the curiosity and attraction 
of a potential new lover, wondering: Who are you? What are your stories? What 
matters to you? What are the finest particularities of the world you inhabit? What do 
you long for?… I made a practice of drawing cards often, one for the RHBF travellers, 
one for the Underworld, and one for myself, weaving us all together into an inquiry of 
sensing into what is needed and is emerging and the guidance available that longs to 
find its way to receptive ears. A message for the Underworld that stood out for me 
was drawing from the Sacred Rebel deck the same card that has been a primary 
beacon for me on my own Soul Journey: Be the Hunter, Not the Hunted. It shifted my 
own lenses of perception to read it this time with the Underworld as the intended 
recipient - what if the Underworld adopted the beingness of a hunter, no longer the 
one hunted by those seeking a Soul encounter, but instead the one who listens for 
those who are ready and actively sends out the arrow that brings death and 
transformation? Just as the Guardian Spider demonstrated with weaving her web, 
waiting for the One to be caught, then swiftly ending the life that had been up until 
that moment. 

-I had a new moon candle for the first half, then a full moon candle in place. I will 
complete the Festival on Sunday with re-lighting the new moon candle, a cycle 
turned. I feel that a continued practice of sending Blessings to the Underworld is 
needed at this time - at least for me, and perhaps for the Underworld, too. 

I will be keen to receive whatever you may share of your own experience and that of 
others - it will I am sure continue to deepen my awareness on what this special 
Festival and invitation is creating, and my own contributions to what is being asked. 

With awe and love for you, 

Beautiful Huntress 

Ms Rabbit Hole Invoker Lover Spelunker Prayer Diver Listener Caller Tender, 
I've been aware of you in this ceremonial phase in the desert and holding much love 
for you, your particular madness, and the magic of the otherworlds within worlds 
within worlds.  
I trust the Hole opened wide and loved you well. 
Love in the Return, 
Rising and Falling 

Two Gifts received:  



http://www.dailygood.org/story/1838/wislawa-szymborska-the-poet-and-the-world-
wislawa-szymborska/ 

And When She Began To Sing 
by Hafiz/trans. Ladinsky 

And then she began to sing, and when  
she began to sing, 
there was no one who really heard her 
who was not then glad to be alive. 

************************************************** 

NOTES from the  
Rabbit Hole :  Wrap It Whole 

meet.embrace.welcome.be hospitable 

"What is to give light must endure burning." - Viktor Frankl 

gounded.real.alive.utter simplicity of being 

my heart/this heart aches 
plumbing the depths,  
gray water, humus 
fiery core 
forgiveness  
for every breath contracted 
every fear held 
every talent buried, left behind 

What are my primal rhythms? 
What are the currents that disturb me? 
How strong are the poisons in me? 
Am I willing to receive, to be  
the sacrament of this present moment? 

goldilock's syndrome 
mustard seed connection 
black hole phenomenon 

"...I dropped like a stone falling through thick liquid until I came to lie at the bottom 
of the dark, silent ocean...The breath became my resting place, a safe harbor.."   
 - Frank Ostaseski / The Five Invitations 

http://www.dailygood.org/story/1838/wislawa-szymborska-the-poet-and-the-world-wislawa-szymborska/
http://www.dailygood.org/story/1838/wislawa-szymborska-the-poet-and-the-world-wislawa-szymborska/


Where/How am I distracted from direct experience? 
Am I prepared to do anything for God/Love/Full Out Life? 
What resources will help me integrate what I discover in Silence? 

East - Knowing that I am loved, I am present 
South -  Knowing that I have much to learn, I am listening 
West - Knowing that word is medicine, I shall speak 
North - Knowing that what I send out shall return, I take the Breath of Deep Silence 
and I am still 

Where is Singing Bridge?  
Hwy 19, Hilo HI 96720 
Illinois near Bennett & Missionfield 
Grandfather Mountain in North Carolina 
US Rte 1 over Patchogue River, Westbrook, CN 
Heritage Rte 23, Tawas City, MI 48763 
La Salle Causeway, Kingston, Ontario/Canada 
Between Tea Gardens and Hawks Nest, New South Wales/Australia 
Across the Kentucky River in Frankfort, KY 
Dora the Explorer "the singing bridge" 

Portal: Bridges 
A bridge is a structure built to span a gorge, valley, road, RR track, river, body of 
water or any other physical obstacle.  Designs vary depending on function of bridge 
and nature of terrain where bridge is to be.   
Singing bridges get their name from the humming noise made as cars travel across.   
Tining: The singing is created by small grooves to help with drainage and traction.   
See You Tube videos. 

memory transcience 

No my soul is not asleep. 
It is awake, wide awake. 
It neither sleeps nor dreams but watches, 
its clear eyes open, 
far off things, and listens 
at the shores of the great silence. 
- Antonio Machado 

What we are grateful for, we are responsible to. 

Sono's Death Poem 
by Mona (Sono) Santacroce (1928-1995) 

Don't just stand there with your hair turning gray, 



soon enough the seas will sink your little island. 
So while there is still the illusion of time, 
set out for another shore. 
No sense packing a bag. 
You won't be able to lift it into your boat. 
Give away all your collections.   
Take only new seeds and an old stick. 
Send out some prayers on the wind before you sail. 
Don't be afraid. 
Someone knows you're coming. 
An extra fish has been salted. 

  
Gabriel’s Rabbit Hole Roots 



  
Collage  Gabriel Isa Madrone 

  
Collage Gabriel Isa Madrone 



  
Collage – Gabriel Isa Madrone 



  
Gabriel’s Rabbit Hole Tree 

Jennifer and Gabriel Madrone and I attended an event with poet Tony Hoagland and 
myth-maniac Martin Shaw on the day before the closing of the Rabbit Hole Blessings 
Festival.  Martin told the story of the Red Bead Woman (among others) and Gabriel 
was inspired to make seven collages to express the movement of the myth through 
her psyche.  These are exquisite and I apologize for the poor quality of my 
photographs, which don’t do justice to the images. 



  
Red Bead Woman #1  



  
Red Bead Woman #2    



  
Red Bead Woman #3  



  
Red Bead Woman #4      



  
Red Bead Woman #5  



   
Red Bead Woman #6  



  
Red Bead Woman #7    
Series by Gabriel Isa Madrone – Singing Bridge 

Your invitation to join you – to be with you on your prayerful journey has been 
wonderful. There is a spot, not dissimilar to where I sat on the canyon floor in 
Utah, with arched arboreal elders which resonated with rabbit hole descents 
and other matters mysterious. I and we have been there and offered our 
prayers and blessings to the worlds in, around and beyond this one. We cross a 
small bridge of water, have walked a path through magnificent dry seeded 
Hogweed and sat, sung and danced our prayers, blessings and grief while my 
hounds bayed and dug around the tree roots.  
--Lucy Warrior Woman, Dunbar, Scotland 


